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A Holistic Approach to Creating Value

It’s more than a symbiotic relationship between MRO & Reliability.
It’s the integration of all functions working collaboratively and all driven by a
strategy to “optimize the whole” and to increase economic profit for the business.
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Value Creation – “Optimizing the Whole”
Challenged to Increase Profitability

 Companies are confronted by increasing competition and complexity
 They need to optimize globally, business by business, as measured by
positive Economic Profit
 They allocate their capital and make investments that provide the
greatest opportunity for long term value growth
 The most progressive companies we know couple value-enhancing use
of technology with well defined, highly integrated and streamlined work
processes.
 Dramatic performance improvements are being made by increasing
leverage from this knowledge through standardization and work process
discipline.
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Factors Driving Economic Profit
 Economic Profit is typically used to measure financial performance.

– Economic Profit = Profit after taxes - Charge for capital
– Economic Profit = (Volume * Price - Expense) * (1 - Tax rate) - (Capital *
Cost of Capital)

 For employees in manufacturing, engineering, and procurement
functions, influence on the six variables in the above equation breaks
down as follows:
– Tax rate and Cost of Capital: No impact at all
– Volume and Price: Limited impact; determined in the marketplace
– Expense and Capital: Extensive impact

Value is created when the SUM TOTAL of ALL ACTIVITIES
associated with or impacting a given business cause
Economic Profit to increase!
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Aligning with the Business
 Value Creation is increased ONLY when individuals, teams,
and functions within the business align well enough that
they do not negate each other’s cost reductions.
 Examples of sub-optimization:
– Engineering
– Procurement
– Operations
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Value and Variability
“Variability is the enemy of Economic Profit.”
 Variability destroys Value.
 To combat variability, the need for
discipline and standardization must
be understood and applied
consistently to create Value.
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What is the Impact of Variability?
Variability:
 Has a direct, measurable impact on Value Creation and
Economic Profit.
 Can drive up both expense and capital costs, thereby
destroying Value.
 Is created by individuals, groups, and whole functions as
they pursue their separate independent efforts.
 Can be managed using standardization and discipline.
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Standardization as a Means to
Achieve Value Creation
 Standardization is a mechanism to use and leverage
WHAT is known to bring Value.
 Standards identify “best” or “most effective” knowledge.
 Standardization in itself is NEVER the objective.
 Disciplined and consistent application of best practice and
technology standards is required for standardization to
deliver its full potential Value to the business.
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Discipline Removes Variability
 Discipline is a means to ensure
that complex tasks, procedures,
and integrated work processes
are executed properly and
consistently to deliver Value.
 Discipline is not bureaucracy.
 Management of Change (MOC)
is a form of discipline.
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Value Creation – “Optimizing the Whole”
Examples

 Result: Minimized duplication of engineering and
procurement effort for installing new technology in 13
different facilities globally
 How: Maximized utilization of standardized, most effective
technology by single project team
 Result: Improved production capability of 23 facilities
 How: Revised process control strategy in one plant and
rapidly duplicated the improvement in the other plants
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Examples Cont.
 Result: Plastics company increased asset utilization by
more than 45% and reduced costly waste from product
transitions within a few months
 How: Consistent application of well designed work
processes with clearly defined roles
 Result: Significantly improved equipment reliability
 How: Used reliability engineering methods and rigorous
analysis to ensure a complete understanding of the
economic implications and other risks
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Examples Cont.
 Result: Reduced costs globally by leveraging purchasing
power and negotiating contracts
 How: Established technology discipline teams to identify and
document technology standards; established an MOC
process
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Value Creation – “Optimizing the Whole”
In Summary

To increase Economic Profit for an entire business:
 Align and focus all functions of the organization on creating value
for the entire business.
 Consistently leverage knowledge through standardization and
work process discipline to optimize the whole.
 Couple technology with well defined, integrated and streamlined
work processes.
 Avoid value destruction that needlessly drives up costs and
underutilizes existing assets.

“Variability is the enemy of Economic Profit.”
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Operational Excellence
Strategic Domain

Tactical Domain

BUSINESS DRIVEN

MANUFACTURING APPLICATION

Business &
Technology

Performance Monitoring

• Technology Application Management
• Centers of Excellence
• Knowledge Management
Due
Diligence

Technical
Requirements

•
•
•
•
•
•

Process
Safety
Management

Asset Operation
Asset Availability
Energy Management
Task Analysis
Small Idea Management
Commitment Based Safety

Technical Requirements

Organization Behavior
Workshops

• Projects
• CAPEX

Operations

MRO & Procurement
• Supplier Management
• Supply Chain Management
• Procurement

Engineering &
Construction

Enabling Technology

High Value Materials
& Services

Organization Excellence

Maintenance
&Reliability
•
•
•
•

Asset Maintenance
Asset Reliability
Outage Management
Maintenance and
Reliability Services

Critical Organization
Behaviors
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Sustaining Value Creation

“Create constancy of purpose toward
improvement of product and service…”
Dr. Deming’s Point One
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